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Abstract
Performance management is a process that helps an organisation to manage its performance. Therefore, there are three stages of performance management such as coaching, corrective action, and then termination. A proper performance management process is very important for the development of a higher education institute. Apart from that, machine learning is another important process that is based on software technology. Therefore, machine learning helps to predict the outcomes of learning. There are a total of four types of algorithms of machine learning such as unsupervised, supervised, semi-supervised, and reinforcement. Furthermore, the use of performance management helps to enhance the productivity of the students of higher education institutions. In addition to that, the use of machine learning in higher education institutions is also helpful to enhance the productivity of the students. As both of the processes are efficient to gain knowledge about several things, therefore it helps to enhance the productivity of the students of higher education institutions.

On the other hand, the purpose of this particular research study is to create a framework for machine learning and performance management in a higher education institution. Therefore, the framework is efficient and effective to understand the concept of research topics. Furthermore, the Framework for machine learning and performance management will help the students of higher education institutions to understand the impacts of these processes on their productivity. Apart from that, the researcher has used several types of methods and techniques for collecting and analysing all the data about the particular research topic. Thus, the researcher has adopted secondary methods for gathering more information and data about the
research topic. Along with that, the researcher has used qualitative techniques for analysing all the data in this particular research study.
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### INTRODUCTION

**Performance management** can be defined as the procedure of focusing and assessing the procedure of activities and outputs of the activities that can help to achieve the goals of the targeted fields. Performance management helps the higher education institutions to improve the educational system of students and increase the value of the institute. In this case, there is also the importance of machine learning. Machine learning is the method of data analysis that automates analytical model building. It has many techniques that can help to analyse information about the institute. In this study, machine learning and performance management are described in higher education institutes.

**Importance of Performance management in the higher education institution**

There is the major importance of performance management in higher education institutions. In institutions, there are many employees and they should focus on their performances to improve their working skills and also to achieve the aims of institutes. As per the view of Alsarayrah and Alsarayrah (2021), the performances of the employees of institutions can be increased through commitment and motivation, and also rewarding. **Performance management** is most important in institutions and it helps to boost the institutes’ profitability and it also increases the interest of students to be admitted in those institutions. It ensures that the teachers are capable of educating higher students. Through detecting and evaluating knowledge and skills, teachers of higher education institutions create special programs and give lessons to other students about that. **Performance management** of higher education institutes is focusing on the capabilities to handle the institute and students of the institute.

In this case, higher education institutes marketing management improves their performance to increase students in their institutes and also teachers improve their skills to increase their performances to educate students properly. As opined by Kroll (2017), institutes improve their knowledge and determine gaps in their skills and it is called **performance management** in institutions. This kind of improvement and enhancement can improve the capabilities to manage students of the institutes and help teachers to learn them properly. Institutions also focus on their economic performances and manage to enhance the turnover of institutions. Performance management can reduce the risks of the institutions and boosts the morale of institutions. It increases the retention of employees, teachers, and also the students of institutions. According to the view of Alsarayrah and Alsarayrah (2021), **performance management** can reduce the barriers of communication and improves the education of the institutions. It increases the efficacy of teachers of the institutions and it helps to provide more knowledge to others.

![Figure 1: Performance Management Process](http://jier.org)
MACHINE LEARNING IN THE HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTION

Machine learning is the technique to analyse and evaluate the information of the institution and also other information that can help to achieve the aim of the institution. As per the view of Popenici and Kerr (2017), there are some machine learning techniques, which have many advantages in an institution. Those techniques are regression, clustering, classification, dimensionality reduction, deep learning, neural nets, reinforcement learning, transfer learning, ensemble methods, and so on. Those techniques help to develop the learning experiences of people and improve the ability to analyse the management of campus at all levels. It also helps in better task organization and also it helps to give training to others. Machine learning is mainly increasing knowledge of technologies to improve the institute's sustainability and capabilities. In the case of institutions, machine learning helps to increase the interest of students and inspires students and teachers both to learn new things and also educate others.

gives the opportunities to institutes to improve their technologies and technological knowledge. It also enhances the scope of development and it is best for education. It helps to transform education and it fundamentally changes the learning process, teaching process, and research procedure. As per the view of Alyahyan and Düştegör (2020), machine learning makes educators more engaged and helps them to retain. In addition, it accommodates different and multiple styles of education. It also influences and encourages collaboration as well as offers immediate feedback for teachers. Machine learning helps to improve the capabilities of students of the institutions and prepare them for the future. Machine learning is used in an institution to improve software and to make more accurate predictions about outcomes without being explicitly programmed to do so. Machine learning helps the students and also the higher education institutions to improve their ability of learning and sustainability.

Figure 2: Types of Machine Learning
(Source: Inspired by Ruggiano and Perry, 2019)

METHODOLOGY

In this research paper, some methodologies are used to improve the quality of the research and gather information on this topic. There are two kinds of methods of data collection and more sampling methods for choosing participants in the research. Needless to say, research methodology is most important to collect and analyse information on the particular research topic. Primary data collection method and secondary data collection methods are two methods of data collection and both are useful for the research work. In this research work, a secondary qualitative data collection method is used. According to the view of Ruggiano and Perry (2019), a secondary qualitative data collection method is gathering characteristics information of a particular topic
In this research work, the journals, books, articles, research papers, news, websites, and so on are used to collect information about machine learning and performance management in higher education institutions. The research is designed through descriptive research design. As mentioned by Doyle et al. (2020), descriptive research design covers all the details of the particular topic and describes the topic properly with appropriate information. In this research work, a secondary qualitative data analysis method is used. This research work is followed by a proper way to collect data then create a framework of research work and then analyse and evaluate the information of a particular topic. Needless to say, secondary data analysis methods can examine and review many articles and generate informative research work.

As per the view of Reinharz (2020), there are many ways to analyse information of the research topic and those are document study, observation, article review, systematic review, thematic analysis, and so on. In this case, thematic analysis is used to improve the quality of the research work. Thematic analysis is the process of data analysis where some themes are generated and examine a particular topic then provide proper information of the topic. Secondary analysis is the easy way to get information about the topic and generate creative and critical information about the topic. In this case, machine learning and performance management's importance in higher education institutions is the topic of this research work. As per the result of the data analysis of this research work, machine learning and performance management can increase the value of institutions in the marketplace and attract students to the institutions.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

As per the view of Logan (2020), secondary data analysis is the way to analyse information through reading, reviewing, measuring, and evaluating the information of some articles, journals, books, and other sources. It is the easiest way to collect information and generate a research paper as researchers want. In this secondary analysis, the researchers made some research questions and met those properly. In this research work, three research questions are generated about machine learning impact, performance management impact, and higher education institutions’ importance in society. Through the secondary data analysis process, those questions can be made.

As per the result of this research, it can be defined that machine learning is used in educational institutions to improve the performance of teachers and other employees. There are many frameworks used in different institutions and it improves the performances of institutions. In some institutions of India, many kinds of machine learning tools are used to measure the performances of employees and teachers in the company. As per the view of Rajan et al. (2018), machine learning is used by the Indian Institute of Technology of Madras, Bombay, Delhi, Kharagpur, Kanpur, Hyderabad, and Roorkee. This university uses machine learning tools and technologies in its institutions to assess the performances of employees and teachers. On the other hand, it is also used to provide knowledge of technologies to students. There are some frameworks that help to measure performance and some frameworks that help to manage performances through proper coding of Keras, Torch, Hugging face, Spark ML, PyTorch, TensorFlow, and so on.

Performance management helps the institutions to improve the value of the institution and gain students in the institutions. Proper use of technologies helps the institutions to improve their work capabilities and increase their students’ ability to learn new things. Technologies and machine learning techniques help the institutions to manage the performances of the students and teachers of the institutes. According to the view of Chen et al. (2019), frameworks and coding of machine learning generate some new and creative technologies in the institutions to measure performances and also improve the awareness of institutions. In India, machine learning is used to provide knowledge of computer science and performance appraisal of people in institutions. In the report of 2020, the institutions of India increased technologies in their institutions to provide and offer more knowledge to other teachers and students.

Performance management helps the institutions to improve their work capabilities and also helps to achieve the aims of the organisation. In the words of Chen et al. (2019), machine learning has a major contribution to performance measurement and management. In higher education of IT, the students gain knowledge of machine learning and manage their learning.
performance. In an institution, not only the performances of teachers are measured, but the performances of students are also measured through these kinds of machine learning processes.

Conclusion

From this above study, it can be concluded that machine learning has a role to improve the performance management of the institution. Performance management can improve brand value in the marketplace and the institution can gain more students. In this study, it is stated that India upgrades their technologies and generates creative technologies using machine learning methods. This research uses a secondary qualitative data collection and analysis method to increase the quality of the study. There are some benefits of machine learning in the institutions to improve their sustainability and capabilities. On the other hand, machine learning can assess issues of the institutions and manage the performances of personnel, teachers, and also students.
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